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Isofix retrofit at the backseat
Volvo V70 P26, XC70 (2001-2007), XC90 (-2014), S80 (-2006), S60 (-2009)

The Isofix retrofit on the rear seat bench is completed in just a few steps.
We have retrofitted the rear left bracket on a Volvo V70II (P26). The procedure is the same on the right side.

Fold up the seat cusion. Pull the insulation mat out from under
the sill cover and fold it aside.

There are cables harnesses below the
insulatuion mat. Tape them to the floor
to prevent contact with the Isofix-
Bracket.

There is a pre-punshed hole inside the
insulatiom mat which covers a stud.

Undo the belt lock mounting screw. Place the Isofix bracket.

The kit includes a new longer screw.
Mount the Isofix bracket and the belt
lock together with the new screw.

On the other side the Isofix bracket is
mounted to the stud using the new
supplied nut. Because the nut is self-
locking crimped, tightening is relatively
difficult.

Fold down the seat cushion.

http://www.skandix.de/d/3000371
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We recommend to use a cover which is
simply pressed on the ISOFIX brackets
and speads the upholstery to make the
brackets reachable. They also prevent
the upholstery from being damaged
when the child seat engages.

This is the 1-parted version, Skandix
1028109.

We recommend to use a cover which is
simply pressed on the ISOFIX brackets
and speads the upholstery to make the
brackets reachable. They also prevent
the upholstery from being damaged
when the child seat engages.

This is the 2-parted version, Skandix
1048318.

Fit the children seat according to the
manufacturer`s instructions.

Pleasant and safe journey!
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